Introduction
Although cadastral maps, of former Austrian annexation comes from the second part of XIX century very often, yet they are still source of data in many cadastral units located in southern-eastern part of Poland. These maps are used very often as contemporary cadastral maps in unchanged scale 1:2880 or as rescaled maps to metric scale 1:2000. Possibility of application of former Austrian cadastral maps for various surveying-legal works has been presented, among others in [5] or in [4] .
It is worth mentioning that even in case when there is modernized cadastre in speci c cadastral unit according to [6] , yet such cadastral maps are still used as basic source for analysis during delimitations or other works dealing with determination of parcel boundaries. Unfortunately, there is very often a lack of control points, tying reference system of cadastral maps with current reference system. For transformation of such maps, using xed eld points like "three-balks", corners of buildings [3] or cadastral control points [8] . According to mentioned authors' opinion, a big problem each time was to capture points which could be regarded as control points during transformation of former Austrian cadastral maps. As control points, as it has already been mentioned, being drawn on former cadastral maps and possible to identify in the eld. However, because passage of years, to search out such points can be very di cult. Yet, in many cases it is possible to identify parcel boundary being on former cadastral map with those, existing in the eld, now. One should absolutely add, that ends of boundary lines, as a results of changes of eld development (broadening of road, changes of river bed, etc.), are di cult to identify, sometimes. Such example is shown on Figure 1 , where contemporary cadastral situation is drawn by red colour, while former cadastral situation -cadastral map, is drawn by gray colour.
P. Hanus
In case of li le number of control points or their incorrect location, it is possible to put additional conditions on transformation coe cient. Such conditions put into transformation process, will cause consistency of location boundaries being in the eld with boundaries existing on former cadastral map, previously calibrated. These conditions can also be added to long boundary lines, which ends can be treated as control points. Such application of discussed conditions could improve reliability of boundary course, determined on the basis of cadastral map. Solution of such model would increase accuracy of transformation of mentioned, cadastral maps.
De nition of Conditional Equations
Assume, that desirable transformation, in case of former cadastral maps, is afne transformation. This transformation, after [7] is de ned by formulas:
where: X w , Y w -coordinates of points in secondary system, X p , Y p -coordinates of points in primary system, a, b, c, d, e, f -coe cients of transformation. 
Pu ing symbols of parameters of straight line (2), we receive:
where:
Assume, that point C will be placed after transformation on line AB.
Coordinates of point C ( 
Substituting (6) to formula (3) we get:
It is conditional equation for point C.
Parametric Model with Conditions on Unknowns
Let coordinates of points determined in primary system ful ll set of equations (1), which in matrix notation, taking into account standard deviations , takes a form: (8) which denotes that vector of coordinates in secondary system X w corresponds with estimated vector of coe cients of transformation T spanned on matrix X p determined on the basis of coordinates in primary system, together with random element in the form of vector .
On estimated coe cients of transformations, functional conditions of form (7) are put, which are in linear form; thus they can be recorded in the following matrix form:
B T W
Estimation of coe cients of transformation T is made by least square method (LSM), taking into account Lagrange function in the following form:
Necessary conditions of minimum of this function are:
Set of equations (13) and (14) one can record in block form:
Solution of above set of equations can be done on the basis of block matrix inverse, being in formula (15) ahead of vector of unknowns, that is:
After solutions of set of four matrix equations, one can obtain the following formulas on elements of block matrix inverse: 
After taking into account (17), unbiased estimator of variation of random element, expresses formula:
whereby: n -number of all considered equations for coordinates of primary and secondary systems, k -denotes number of estimated coe cients of transformation (k = 6), but w R B is a number of independent conditional equations.
Matrix of co-variance of estimated vector T one can determine according to following formula:
Elements being on diagonal of matrix (23) are variances of individual coe cient of transformation, estimated by model (19).
It is worth adding at this place, that in case of di erent reliability of location of individual control points, it is possible to put weight matrix to set of equations expressed by formula (13). This would make possible to complete matrix B with additional conditions for boundary lines, which endpoints changed their location but directions of these lines remained the same. For points representing such line, one should take very small weights.
Computation of Coe cients of Transformation with Conditions on Unknowns
In order to verify accepted assumptions, coe cients of transformation, for case shown on Figure 2 , have been computed.
Fig. 2. Example of transformation with additional conditions on unknowns
In presented above example, only points 1, 4, 5 and 8 have coordinates in primary and secondary systems. Points 2, 3, 6 and 7 have coordinates only in secondary system. Yet, it is known that point w1, which coordinates have been determined in primary system, has to be placed after transformation on line formed by points 1 and 5.
Coordinates of control points 1, 4, 5 and 8 in primary and secondary system, and coordinates of point w1 in primary system shows Table 1 . Matrix X p , containing only equations made for control points, and matrix X w for such case will be as follows: Table 2 . In column 4 of this table standard deviations of coe cients of transformation when additional conditions were not used, have been wri en. Values put in column 4 have been computed on the basis of formula given in [1] .
whereby n = 8 (number of equations) but u = 6 (number of unknowns). Transformation error one can determine by computing sum of square di erences between recorded value of coordinates of control points in secondary system and values obtained by application of estimated coe cients of transformation. One can present it in discussed problem by following formula:
In case of using additional condition this value equals 0.061 m. In case when transformation error is less than in the rst case and equals 0.029 m.
Conclusions
Transformation of cadastral maps, especially cadastral maps of lands of former Austrian annexation is a di cult process, needing much experience. Taking into account rules of preparing these maps, deformations occurring on them are not uniform. This process is additionally complicated because boundary points were not xed and that graphic method of making these maps was used. By applying these maps during such surveying-legal processes as delimitation or real estate legal status regulation, it is necessary to select correct located control points in suitable amount. It results from character of these works and necessity of application non-conformal transformation, as well. Lack of suitable amount of control points, occurring very often, can be balanced by additional conditions taken on boundary lines. It can be especially important for elongated parcels, located on agricultural and forest lands.
Addition to transformation such conditions cause: -obtaining be er consistency in boundary course with small increasing transformation error, -make transformation possible in case of lack necessary amount of control points or when control points arrangement is incorrect, -improving reliability of obtained results.
It proves conclusions got in [2] . Nevertheless, presented in the article method, gives precise results, and not as it is in quoted article -approximate results.
It is also possible in presented procedure to add conditions for boundary line, when their endpoints changed their location. Such approach needs only adding weight matrix and applying small weights for points which location have been changed (for example opoints located by roads).
